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ABSTRACT
We use weighted finite automata to automatically prove termination of string rewrit-
ing. The general scheme is to use a well—founded monotone algebra, constructed from
the automaton. The ordering of the algebra depends on the strictness properties of
the operations in the weight semi-ring. We obtain a unified treatment of the previ-
ously known matrix method and match bound method, where we use (plus, times) and
(min,max), respectively, as weights. We obtain a new powerful termination method
when choosing (min, plus). Our approach also handles relative termination.
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1. Introduction

Rewriting is a model of computation, and termination is an interesting property
of computations. Therefore, proving termination of rewriting is an active area of
research [17]. One is particularly interested in termination proofs that can be obtained
automatically.
In the present paper, we describe a general scheme to obtain termination proofs for
string rewriting from automata with weights in an ordered semi—ring. The method is
justified by constructing from the automaton a well-founded monotone algebra that is
compatible with the rewriting system. We give three instances of this scheme, using
different semi—rings. Their operations have different strictness properties, leading to
different proof obligations.
The contributions of the present paper are

0 a more general view of the Μπητ method [13]: Theorem 27 uses semi-rings
instead of rings; in particular, we use the standard (plus, times) semi-ring of
natural numbers,

1Full version of a submission presented at the Workshop on Weighted Automata: Theory and
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